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is official Sales Distributor for ALBA KRAPF:
The complete range of hose reels from one source

offers the complete range of hose reels, wall hose reels, and wall hose holders from the traditional Swiss company.
ALBA KRAPF products are renowned for extremely high quality and lifelong guarantee. They are completely made of steel or stainless
steel and are UV resistant. Through environmentally friendly materials, they are classified as completely recyclable, therefore making a
valuable contribution to a sustainable production. The wide range of products ideally covers the needs of the private and professional
sectors.
The ALBA KRAPF range is perfectly complemented by the first-class water fittings from
. High-quality couplings, swivel
transmissions, hose fittings, including water spray and wand nozzles enables an easy and flexible operation.
Togther,

and ALBA KRAPF offer a premium water system with top quality in every single component.

Convince yourself:
Further information can be found in our

Water Brochure 2016/2017 and at www.ludecke.com

Since more than 80 years, Lüdecke is the leading partner for developing,
engineering and providing coupling systems to connect flexible fluid lines with tools, machines and industrial equipment.
Lüdecke with its headquarters in Amberg, Bavaria manufactures fittings and
couplings for a variety of industrial applications for gaseous and liquid medium.
The products are offered via our certified technical partners worldwide. Or the
products are assembled / integrated by leading machine manufacturers in their
own products.

The product portfolio provides a comprehensive range of industrial and
customized solutions - Engineered and Made in Germany.
Lüdeckes quality management is accredited with ISO 9001-2008 since
1994, which also means that we permanently improve and revise the process of
our company. Our quality standards exceed consequently the worldwide given
requirements. From July 2015 on is also certified according to the environmental
management (ISO 14001-2004) and energy management (ISO 50001-2011).
For more information visit: www.ludecke.com
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